From: Pranav Gondhia <pranav.gondhia@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Images for Finalists
Date: 3 June 2016 13:21:46 BST
To: Christina <christina@pleeceandco.com>

Got it. Thanks!
On 3 Jun 2016 13:20, "Christina Wilmowski" <christina@pleeceandco.com> wrote:
One more thing - the pages follow this rough format:
Problem (including stats)
Finalist’s solution (product/programme details)
Stats on how it’s resolved the problem
Plans for the future
Thanks,

Christina

On 3 Jun 2016, at 13:12, Pranav Gondhia <pranav.gondhia@gmail.com> wrote:

Hi Christina,
That shouldn't be a problem. I have to help my Dad with something with the car and can do it then.
Is it okay if I get it to you by end of day? Also do you have their application as that might have some helpful stuff in it.
Thanks and chat soon,
Pran
On 3 Jun 2016 13:03, "Christina Wilmowski" <christina@pleeceandco.com> wrote:
Hi Pranav, 

If you do have some time free this afternoon, could you condense down what Alcove do into a couple of paragraphs? I think I’m too tired and the words aren’t making sense anymore…!!

http://www.youralcove.com

Thanks,

Christina


On 3 Jun 2016, at 12:06, Pranav Gondhia <pranav.gondhia@gmail.com> wrote:

Hi Christina,
I'm guessing that's me done in terms of prep for Wednesday??
Apart from that I'll go back to looking for blog content now, does that work for you?
I've sent Harriet out a msg today to ask of she needs any images or music or anything for the possible video promo, making her aware that today is the last day we'd be able to reach out to you for that.
Hope that's okay, but do let me know if my plan if work seems correct.
Thanks and best,
Pranav
On 2 Jun 2016 09:24, "Pranav Gondhia" <pranav.gondhia@gmail.com> wrote:
Oh Gosh :(
On 2 Jun 2016 08:57, "Christina Wilmowski" <christina@pleeceandco.com> wrote:
Hi Pranav, 

That’s very much, that’s brilliant. Don’t even talk to me about the Volunteer finalists!! They’re pulling out left right and centre…

Thanks,

Christina


On 1 Jun 2016, at 22:27, Pranav Gondhia <pranav.gondhia@gmail.com> wrote:

Hi Christina,

Have finally got there! Please find, in addition to the above, a new folder called, "Volunteer of Year Logos" This contains a selection of...surprise , surprise - the logos for the volunteer organisations!

Would be great if you could reach out to them for the individual photos. Very difficult to find and get right for definite.

Thanks,

Pran

On 31 May 2016 at 22:43, Pranav Gondhia <pranav.gondhia@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi Christina,

If you check the link and sort by date modified you should see I've now supplied another lot for you. In case this doesn't work for some reason they are:-

Digital Health	MyWard
Digital Health	The Great British Public Toilet Map
Digital Health	Shift.ms
	
Digital Skills	BBC micro:bit
Digital Skills	South London Raspberry Jam - Might have the some overlap in pictures with hackerfemo because the hackerfemo pictures in some cases were OF RaspberryJam (this makes sense because they have the same contact name in the spreadsheet)
Digital Skills	TeenTech CIC
Digital Skills	Stretch

I've still got to get you your volunteer of the year images. When do you need these by?

Thanks,

Pran



On 31 May 2016 at 14:23, Christina Wilmowski <christina@pleeceandco.com> wrote:
No problem - large files can always be resized, but if the images are too small they can’t be used at all. Hope that makes sense?


On 31 May 2016, at 14:22, Pranav Gondhia <pranav.gondhia@gmail.com> wrote:

Sure, no probs. I was purposely going for smaller ones sometimes so that they might "fit" more easily :/
Know for next time :)
On 31 May 2016 14:00, "Christina Wilmowski" <christina@pleeceandco.com> wrote:
Hi Pranav,

Yes, got in fine, thank you - getting through the finalists slowly but surely!

A couple of the images I’ve looked through so far have been too small/low res, so I’ve sourced them elsewhere or made a note to request from the finalist - if you could just make sure they are as large as possible that would be great.

Thanks,

Christina


On 31 May 2016, at 13:56, Pranav Gondhia <pranav.gondhia@gmail.com> wrote:

Hi Christina,
We're you able to get into this location? Be good to know if I need to send the images over to you via email tonight, so that I can do it if poss.
Let me know!
Thanks,
Pran
On 31 May 2016 00:14, "Pranav Gondhia" <pranav.gondhia@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi Christina,

Please find below a link to a location I have given you permissions to access which contain the images required from the spreadsheet you sent.

https://onedrive.live.com/redir?resid=CEB65CBC8B96E62D!4483&authkey=!AAKjP_plnOsKWZA&ithint=folder%2c

I've managed to do all the ones up to but not including "MyWard - The Devon Partnership NHS Trust". From those I even managed to do all except two of the ones highlighted yellow (the two I couldn't do, being Arnav Sharma and OxSight Ltd)

Is it okay for me to finish the rest on Thursday and send them to you the same day? If not please let me know as soon as possible so that I can get to work on them.

I hope they are to your satisfaction.

Let me know if there are any problems accessing them. If the worst comes to the worst I can send you them by email, but that would have to wait until Tuesday night.

Thanks and best,

Pran
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